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Measurement options extend its reach
to 32 feet with no loss of accuracy.
The system comes with a color notebook computer and software featuring
graphic representation and on-screen
relational storage of measured or theoretical geometric features. It interfaces
to other popular CMM and engineering software and is Windows® 95compatible.
Circle3f1S

N'ew Preservatives
Esgard, Inc. introduces

the "P"
preservatives. These coatings are used in
preservation and packaging of metal
items such as gears, turbines, engines,
automotive parts, lubrication systems,
steam components and fill and drain
voids. They are qualified per MIL-C16173E. All are VOC-compLiant, easy to
remove and. safe.
Circle 306
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introduces the
ONS-O.l80 series of collimating magnifiers specifically designed to eliminate
parallax errors when viewing objects.
They are available with magnifying
powers of 7x and lOx, and they feature
flat-field, achromatic, color-corrected
lenses, which provide distortion-free
viewing. Applications include scientific
measurement using meters, scales, thermometers, etc., and most inspection
operations involving the visual measurement of an object. May be u ed in normal room light or on a lighttable or box.
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Intsm aIlExternall Grinders

A Proven Design with Todays'
Technology

PROFILE ENGINEERING
I 00 River Street
Springfield, VI 05156
802-885-9'176
Fax 802-885-6559
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The NOVAMATlC internalgrinder
series handles parts with ODs from 10
to 200 mm, while the NOVAMAT]C
external grinder series has an OD range
from 10 to 350 mm. These machines
from Meccanica Nova offer straight'
spherical grinding through interpolation, quick changeover tooling. total!
machine accessibility for easy maintenance, machine enclosures to EEC standards for environment protection, CNC
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or P C controls. U.S. electrics, inprocess/po t-proce s gaging, part handling automation and multiple workholding/wheel dressing methods.
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N'ew Design ot ~ine
Grinding IMachines,

The MicroLine AC-1200, AC-.J500
and AC·2000 machines from Peter
Wo ters of America are designed for
double-side, fine grinding, lapping and
polishing applications. They feature a
new sliding head wim a fixed pindle fur
superior upper wheel rigidity with
increased horsepower. They also have a

newly designed. enhanced pre 'sure control
ystem for more predictable COlli i ten· y in
output quality, Iower overall machine
height. AC servo motors to interface wilt!
automation and built-in diagnostics.
Cin:le In

Tell Us What YDtl11Iink. ••
If you found this article of interest end/or
useful, please circle 21&.
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INe,wCeramicAibrasives
The Norton CD. announces :its new
Targa- VH Bond product line of
advanced
ceramic
abrasives
for
demanding grinding jobs, particularly in
cylindrical and plunge centerless grinding. The products are available itl'll two
concentrauons:
50% (5TG) for difficult-to-grind materials, small contact
area and heavy tock remov,a]"and
30% (3TG) for ea y-to-grind materials,
large contact areas and light stock
removal. Grit sizes are 80/3,80/4, 12.0/3
and 120/4. Wheel dimensions include
>,16-24" OD up to 6" thick, >24-36"
OD up [0 4" thick and >36--42" OD up
to 3" thick.

A/VII Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing sou roe' of splral gear roughing
and finishing, cutte rs and bodies ..
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New IGaging liec.hnololY
KJy~S Industries, introduces new
optical technology for gaging the contour of a surface. This teclilnology can
generate up to one million datapoints
within one second to micrometer resolution. h mea me absorbed light and
can operate in the manufacturing environment because it is relatively insenitive to vibration, du t and ambient

cutter bodies in diameters
at present,

'of S" through, 112"

AfW can also supply !rOughingland finishing
cutters,. hardware and replacement
most 5'-12" diameter bodies.

parts lor

Whether It's service or manufacturing, consider us as an alternative source for repla.ce·
ment parts ,and hardware as well as bodies
and cutters.
V'ou'li be,'in for a pleasant surprise.

IN!EWIStralg'ht IBevel Cutters •.

Royai Oak, Michigan 48067
lei: (6,10.)544-3852· Fax: (810.) 544·3922

temperature.
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